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Preface
During the last two decades, rapid technological developments and breakthroughs in automatization processes with the support of modern machines and computers lead to a significant increase in system complexity and state changes, in information sources, in requirements regarding the speed of data handling as well as in the integration of environmental influences. Intelligent systems, equipped with a taxonomy of data-driven system identification and machine learning algorithms, are able to handle these problems partially. Typically, different sorts of models are identified based on historic data samples and employed to handle control problems, to support human beings in decision making processes (e.g., medicine, patient supervision or forecasts in metrology and financial domains), to monitor the quality of manufactured parts in on-line production lines or to perform predictions on important objectives and process variables, saving expenses of high-cost sensors.
Conventional learning algorithms in a batch off-line setting fail whenever dynamic changes of the process appear due to non-stationary environments and external influences, usually leading to extensions of system states and its definition space, to drifts and shifts in underlying data generating processes, or to arising new operating conditions and modes. Re-designing cycles are impracticable as they are usually to slow to cope with online requirements or are demanding significant development costs for re-calibration of the models in additional off-line stages decoupled from the online process. Thus, in such circumstances, techniques which are equipped with the concepts of incremental and evolving learning engines are the only reasonable choice to update the models within a reasonable time frame and to react on dynamic changes quickly, thus to guarantee high process safety. Usually, they contain algorithms for permanent adaptation of model parameters as well as of structural parts of the model, including components responsible for dynamic model expansion and contraction on demand and on-the-fly.
The necessity of such methodologies in theory and practice is on the one hand reflected in several developments during the last 10 to 15 years, where many designs for incremental learning engines containing evolving methodologies emerged in parallel within the fields of soft computing (termed as evolving intelligent systems, evolving connectionist systems, and evolving fuzzy systems), machine learning The aim of this book is to provide a broad picture of recent developments and important methodologies within the field of learning in nonstationary environments, covering aspects from the three major lines of research and therefore intending to address the attention of audiences in the field of machine learning, soft computing, pattern recognition, and data mining. The subdivision of the book follows the spirit of the natural main problems in the context of any form of data-driven methodologies: dynamic learning in unsupervised problems, dynamic learning in supervised classification, and dynamic learning in supervised regression problems. This is completed by a fourth part dedicated to applications where dynamic learning methods serve as key stones for achieving models with high accuracy and assuring process safe and high qualitative industrial systems. The book does not have been particularly written in a mathematical theorem/proof style, but more in a way where ideas, concepts, and algorithms are highlighted by numerous figures, tables, examples, and applications together with their explanations. The intended audience ranges from mathematicians via machine learning and soft computing gurus to technicians from engineering and industrial practice, and finally to students.
Finally, the editors are very grateful to all authors and reviewers for contributing with substantial and very valuable material to make this volume become alive and to set another corner stone in the research and publications history of dynamic and evolving learning concepts. We also acknowledge Ms. Brett Kurzman for establishing the contract with Springer and supporting us in any organizational aspects. We hope that the volume will be a useful basis for further fruitful investigations and fresh ideas as well as a motivation and inspiration for newcomers to join this promising and still emerging field of research.
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